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Underdamped commensurate dynamics in a driven Frenkel-Kontorova–type model
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The dynamics of a Frenkel-Kontorova chain subject to a substrate potential with amultiple-wellstructure
and driven by an external dc force is studied in theunderdamped regime. Making arational choice among the
three inherent length scales characterizing the system allows us to consider the possible formation of com-
mensurate structures during sliding over the complex on-site potential. We comment both on the nature of the
particle dynamics in the vicinity of the pinning-depinning transition point, and on the dynamical states dis-
played during the chain motion at different strengths of the dc driving. Varying the number of particles in the
simulations allows us to consider, on a multiple-well substrate, the role played by thecoverage variableon the
depinning mechanism. The dependence of the minimal force required to initiate the chain motion~static
friction! on the ratio of the model interaction strengths is analyzed and compared to the well-known case of the
standard Frenkel-Kontorova model, which has only two inherent lengths.
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I. INTRODUCTION

More than 60 years ago, Frenkel and Kontorova use
simple discrete one-dimensional~1D! model, first analyti-
cally treated by Dehlinger@1#, to describe the dislocation
dynamics in crystals@2#. This model has nowadays becom
very popular in many branches of solid state and nonlin
physics@3#: domain walls in ferroelectrics, the problem o
crowdions localized interstitial defects in a metal, superio
conductors, submonolayer films of atoms on crystal surfa
surface reconstruction phenomena, DNA dynamics and
naturation, the theory of Josephson junctions, and so on.
pecially in connection with solid friction phenomena, the a
plication ofdriven Frenkel-Kontorova~FK! type models has
recently received an increasing interest@4# as a possible in-
terpretative tool to more deeply understand the complex fi
of nanotribology, i.e., of the atomic processes occurring
the nanoscale between the interfaces of interacting mate
in relative motion. In these one-dimensional models, a c
tain density of interacting particles is made to slide, in t
presence of dissipation, over a rigid substrate potential by
application of an external~impulsive, dc or ac! driving force.
These modeling studies have been mainly stimulated by
microscopic approaches, both experimental and comp
tional, developed during the past few years for the theory
friction. Indeed, recent advances in technology@5#, notably
the use of the atomic-force microscope, the friction-for
microscope, surface-force apparatus, and the quartz-cr
microbalance, have provided the possibility to build expe
mental devices able to perform well-defined analyses
well-characterized materials at the nanoscale. Simu
neously, the evolution of powerful computers now allow
microscopic investigations~e.g., molecular dynamics simu
lations with realistic potentials@6#! able to supply very de-
tailed information on the atomic scale for realistic slidin
systems. Such simulations can, however, become extrem
demanding, particularly when three-dimensional calculati
are performed. This recent acceleration in the acquisition
experimental and computational data has brought sear
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for simple mathematical models capable of describing, i
more immediate and understandable way, the essential p
ics involved in tribological phenomena.

In its simplest form, thestandardFK model, whose sys-
tematic and analytical study is mainly due to Aubry’s wo
@7#, consists of a one-dimensional chain of particles coup
by a harmonicnearest-neighbor interaction under the infl
ence of an external spatially periodic~sinusoidal! potential.
The essential physical feature of the model consists of
competition between these two types of interactions:
former favors a uniform separation among particles; the
ter tends to pin the atom positions to the bottom of the s
strate wells. This competition, often referred to asfrustration
or, more specifically,length scale competition, results in a
rich complexity of spatially modulated structures.

Some important generalizations of the FK model ha
already been taken into account by studying more gen
types of substrate potential, as well as anharmonic inte
tions in the chain. As far as the on-site potential is concern
its introduction can be justified@8# via a self-consistent mi-
croscopic model where only interparticle interaction is co
sidered. The on-site substrate potential in the FK model c
in fact, be viewed as an effective potential produced by
coupling of the chain atoms with other degrees of freed
such as, the substrate atoms. Moreover, the simple sinus
potential corresponds to the lowest possible approximat
Namely, when the substrate particles constitute a simple
tice with one atom per elementary cell, and where, in
Fourier expansion of the interaction potential, the main
proximation is given by the first harmonic.

To model real physical systems, it is sometimes helpfu
consider substrate potentials which may vary substanti
from the regular one assumed in the standard FK model, w
a possible consequent drastic change in the friction dynam
between the two solid interfaces. The deviation of the s
strate potential from the sinusoidal shape changes the pa
eters of both linear and nonlinear interactions. This may le
to qualitatively different features such as the appearanc
different types of kinks, phonon branches, changes in ki
©2003 The American Physical Society05-1
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antikink collisions, and modification of breather~kink-
antikink bound state! solutions. In general, at low externa
fields, the dynamics is governed by a mechanism that ca
identified as the motion of kinklike structures. As the im
posed driving is increased, anonlinearevolution regime oc-
curs. Then, for large external forces, the barriers to the
ticle motion are completely suppressed, and the ‘‘curre
becomes proportional to the applied field. In the presenc
substrate potentials with several different minima a
maxima ~and therefore also of possible different types
kink structures!, we might, for example, expect some diffe
ent behaviors in the chain mobility response at low-drivi
regimes.

In a recent work@9#, the case of a driven one-dimension
array of particles sliding over a quasiperiodic substrate
tential has been analyzed. This study, characterized by
absence of periodicity~the maxima and minima of the po
tential are no longer evenly spaced, nor are they of eq
amplitudes!, was motivated in order to gain insight into th
more complex problem of friction between two disorder
solids, by starting from this precisely defined case, interm
diate between order and true randomness. The three inh
lengths of the system, two of which define the quasiperio
substrate geometry and one of which characterizes the n
ral equilibrium separation among the chain particles, w
chosen to be mutuallyincommensurate~i.e., each of the
three length scales in the model was incommensurate
respect to the other two!. This choice allowed the analysis o
the dynamic behavior of an equivalent FK quasiperiodic s
tem previously studied in the pure static regime@12#. Due to
the geometrical features of this quasiperiodic system, i
theoretically possible to compare the numerical simulati
with recent experimental results obtained in tribologic
studies between quasicrystalline solid surfaces@13#. How-
ever, in practice, it would probably first be necessary to g
eralize this model to at least two dimensions, where it wo
be possible for the sliding particles to avoid passing over
highest barriers in the substrate potential, which they hav
overcome in one dimension. It should be noted also that
present experimental data on quasicrystal tribology does
clearly relate desirable frictional properties with uniq
atomic arrangements.

Given the recognized importance of the mathemat
properties~number theory! of the different length scales in
volved in FK models@7#, it is natural to recall that the ab
sence of translational invariance~that an incommensurat
choice of the substrate characteristic length scales would
ply for a quasiperiodic function! does not signify a complete
lack of order as, for example, in the case of true randomn
The ‘‘regular features’’ of this order are indeed restored
the framework of a general classification, familiar in cryst
lography, calledsuperspace group theory@14#, which proves
how aperiodic, but not amorphous, structures can be em
ded in a higher-dimensional space.

In this paper, we shall, instead, restrict ourselves to
case ofcommensuratechoices among the three model leng
scales. This allows us to consider, in the underdamped
namical regime, the possible formation of commensur
structures during the sliding of a one-dimensional FK ch
01660
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over a complex substrate potential.
The paper is organized as follows. In the following se

tion, we present the driven FK-type model subject to t
complex, ~multiple-well! substrate potential and to a wea
viscous dissipative term. The numerical technique imp
mented to solve the equations of motion is summarized
Sec. III. Section IV is devoted to the obtained simulati
results for different rational choices of the inherent mod
lengths. The pinning-depinning transition is studied as
function of the number of chain particles~coverage variable!
and for different values of the interaction strengths. T
commensurate structures emerging during the chain mo
and characterizing the different dynamical states in the m
bility curve are displayed. Conclusions are given in Sec.

II. MODEL

We consider the dynamics of a FK-type chain, whoseN
particle positions$xi% satisfy the following equations of mo
tion:

ẍi1g ẋi1
1

2 H sin
2pxi

a
1sin

2pbxi

a J 1
d

dxi
F(

j Þ i
V~ uxi2xj u!G

5F, ~1!

whereg is a phenomenological viscous damping coefficie
chosen such that we are in the underdamped regime, andF is
the external driving force; the coefficientg can be thought of
as representing degrees of freedom inherent in real, phys
systems which are not explicitly included in our model~e.g.,
vibrational or electronic excitations in the substrate!. Regard-
ing this topic, a 2D isotropic elastic model has been recen
introduced@10# to study the flow of energy away from
sliding interface between two atomistically flat workpiece
This model does not include any extrinsic damping term
thus allowing an isolated examination of the way, in whi
the propagation of energy away from the sliding interfa
affects the friction process. At least qualitatively, the beh
ior observed was similar to that seen in simple 1D fricti
models includingad hocviscous damping@11#. This result
provides indirect evidence that the effects of the degree
freedom eliminated in simple models on the remaining
grees of freedom can be approximated by the inclusion o
viscosity term in the equations of motion. In Eqs.~1!, the
interatomic interaction is chosen to be of the simple h
monic form

V5
K

2
~xi 112xi2b!2, ~2!

with a strengthK and a natural equilibrium spacingb deter-
mined by the ratioL/N, whereL is the chain length. The two
lengths defining the on-site substrate potential are thena and
c5a/b. In the limit thatb51, the model contains only two
length scales and we retrieve the standard FK model.

As already stated, in the present work, these character
lengths are chosen to be mutually commensurate, i.e.,a/c
5M1 /M2, with M1 and M2 integer numbers. This mean
that the periodicityT of the substrate turns out to beT
5-2
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UNDERDAMPED COMMENSURATE DYNAMICS IN A . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E67, 016605 ~2003!
5M2a5M1c. Here, we will fix a51 and vary the paramete
b. Naturally, imposing periodic boundary conditions on t
system, implies that the chain lengthL must be an intege
multiple Q of the periodT.

III. NUMERICAL PROCEDURE

The following scheme to vary adiabatically the drivin
force was implemented in a fourth-order Runge-Kutta al
rithm to solve numerically the equations of motion~1!. The
system was initialized with the particles placed at rest a
uniform separationb. The dc forceF was then increased
adiabatically from 0 to 1 in stepsdF50.005. For every
value of F, and with a sufficiently small time step (dt
50.006), Eqs.~1! were integrated over a time periodt
5300), which was long enough to eliminate transient beh
ior and reach a steady state. The average system veloci

^v&5
1

N~ t f2t i !
E

t i

t f

(
i 51

N

ẋidt ~3!

was then calculated over a timet f2t i5150. The final chain
configuration~positions and velocities! obtained at one value
of F was used as the initial condition for the integration
the dynamics for the next value of the driving.

IV. RESULTS

Our numerical simulations have shown that the differ
dynamical structures emerging during the motion of
chain particles over the substrate potential must possess
to the existence of periodic constraints and of the subst
periodicity T, commensurate lengths. Explicitly, all the po
sible periodicities for these dynamical particle configuratio
in the chain are given by the factors ofQT. Moreover, when
these structures moving around the chain have a comme
rate length larger than the substrate period, their topolog
shape often turns out to be decorated~depending also on the
‘‘commensurability’’ of the number of particlesN with re-
spect to the substrate characteristic lengths! by superimposed
smaller deformable particle configurations respecting
same periodicityT of the on-site potential. Naturally, th
possibility to display, during the dynamics, a variety of d
ferent length structures is constrained by the chain stiffn
i.e., the value of the interatomic strengthK, as well as by the
number of chain particlesN, due to the imposed periodi
boundary conditionsTQ5bN(5L).

In the following, restricting ourselves to commensura
ratios of the characteristic lengths of the model, we sh
analyze the behavior of the chain motion for a finite syst
sizeL, commenting both on the nature of the particle dyna
ics in the vicinity of the pinning-depinning transition, and o
the dynamical states displayed during the particle motion
different values of the driving,F. The dependence of th
minimal value of the force,Fs required to initiate the chain
motion ~static friction! on the ratio of the interparticle an
substrate interactions will be considered and compared to
standard FK model.

Chain length L. The substrate periodicityT is contained
01660
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an integer number of times in the system lengthL for values
of b5M1 /L, with M151, . . . ,L. In principle, we have,
therefore, the possibility of simulating the dynamics of t
chain particles overL different substrate potentials. From
Eqs.~1!, for M15L, the standard driven FK model is recov
ered. Due to the impossibility, for every fixed value ofL, of
studying the chain dynamics for each specific substrate sh
in detail, we will consider just a few examples, in an attem
to give a general idea of the characteristic system behav
Additionally, varying the number of chain particles allows
to analyze on a complex substrate, with different spaci
and amplitudes among its maxima and minima, the r
played by thecoverage variable~defined as the ratio of the
numberN of atoms to the number of minima in the substra
potential! on the depinning mechanism.

We now consider some specific values of the parameteb
allowed by the imposed periodic boundary conditions fo
system of lengthL.

1. bÄ24Õ30 „LÄ30,MÄ24…

Figures 1~a! and 1~b! show, respectively, the substrate p
tential and substrate force for the system sizeL530 for the
chosen values of the model parameters. In each substrate
cell of period T(55), we count five wells for theb
524/30 case. The effect of the external driving,F, is to tilt
the potential, producing a corrugated surface whose ave
slope is determined byF. Increasing the driving leads, in th
presence of acomplexsubstrate, to asequentialdisappear-
ance of the potential minima@see Fig. 1~c!# until the situation
with no stable positions for the chain particles is reached

For an undriven analysis (F50), the most commensurat
case is obtained by placing 30 particles in the system
L530, so that we have one particle per well. However, fro
a dynamical point of view, we notice that once we tilt th
on-site potential by the application of the external force,
lowest minima, having a height much smaller than the o
ers, soon disappear and each substrate cell then contains

FIG. 1. Substrate potential and force forb524/30. The bottom
subplot shows the progressive disappearence of the five pote
minima vs the driving force due to the substrate tilting.
5-3
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VANOSSI et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW E 67, 016605 ~2003!
four wells. Hence,dynamicallythe caseN524 is the most
‘‘commensurate.’’

Figure 2 represents the average mean chain velocity,
function of the drivingF, for chains with different numbers
N of particles. As far as the pinning-depinning transition
concerned, we can observe that forN524, there are no extra
particles ~kinks! in place to initiate the motion when th
Peierls-Nabarro~PN! barrier disappears. Consequently, wit
out any noise or thermal fluctuations to create a kink,
chain motion does not start when we exceed the PN ba
and dynamics is delayed. Then, as the number of parti
N525,26, . . . , etc., is increased, each extra particle p
vides one more ‘‘intrinsic’’ kink, and the pinning-depinnin
transition occurs at a lower value of the driving~compared to
the case withN524), i.e., as soon as the PN barrier is e
ceeded.

We observe a rise in the mobility that is roughly propo
tional to the number of theseintrinsic kinks, up until N
530 ~see inset of Fig. 2!. For the same value of the extern
driving (F50.375), just above the depinning transition, fo
particle trajectory configurations are shown in the subplots
Fig. 3. As can be observed, each added particle abovN
524, corresponds to an extra kink propagating through
chain. An approximate evaluation of the PN barrier, obtain
by placing four particles per cell, adding one more parti
and forcing the extra particle to move from one cell to t
next, whilst minimizing the energy of the system for ea
position of this extra particle, gives good agreement betw
the point, at which there is no barrier for the kink to mo
and the point, at which motion begins in the simulations.

Because of the more complex substrate potential as c
pared to the simple sinusoidal one of the standard driven
model, it is not easy to trace a precise relation between
steps shown in the curves of the averaged chain velo
versus the external driving force, above the depinning thre
old, and the various dynamical behaviors observed du

FIG. 2. Average mean chain velocity vs driving. Systems w
different numbersN of particles are shown. Specifically, the ins
shows, near the depinning transition, the proportionality of^v& to
the particle number. Other parameters areK51 ~harmonic interac-
tion! andg50.7 ~underdamped regime!.
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the chain motion. Moreover, these regimes, characterized
rearrangements of particle configurations~spatial inhomoge-
neities! and by different periodicities and amplitudes of th
structures moving around the chain, turn out to be stron
dependent also on the number of system particles and on
chain stiffness.

For the choice of the parameterb524/30 and a chain
composed of 30 particles, the dynamics exhibits, for differ
values of the drivingF, commensurate structures, as sho
in Fig. 4. The periodicities of these structures turn out to
5, 10, 15, and 30: these are all the possible values that
both multiples of the substrate periodicityT55 and factors
of the length,L530. The corresponding particle trajectorie
all displayed for the same time interval, are presented in
four insets of Fig. 5. In this picture, it is not important t
figure out all the details for each particle trajectory; t
reader, instead, should notice the presence of the visible

FIG. 3. Particle trajectories for chains with a different number
extra atoms, slightly above the depinning transition (F50.375).
Other parameters are as in Fig. 2.

FIG. 4. Commensurate structures of different periodicities in
dynamics of a 30-particle chain for four values of the forceF.
5-4
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UNDERDAMPED COMMENSURATE DYNAMICS IN A . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E67, 016605 ~2003!
~localized chain compressions! and light~localized chain ex-
pansions! ‘‘stripes’’ corresponding to the commensura
structures displayed, previously, in Fig. 4.

These dynamical structures moving around the chain
ten show superimposed decorations of periodT. The fact that
in this case, these decorations of length 5 are each forme
five particles is merely due to the numberN530 of particles
constituting the chain. For a chain withN524 and for the
same value ofb, the simulations revealed that the structur
exhibiting a characteristic length of periodT55 are, in fact,
made up of four particles.

It is reasonable to expect that increasing the system s
ness, i.e., the value of the interatomic strengthK, will reduce
the possible periodicities of the moving structures since
relative separations of the chain particles will be much m
constrained. Consequently, as shown in Fig. 6, spatially
homogeneous intermediate states, between the locked

FIG. 5. Particle trajectories vs time corresponding to the f
commensurate structures shown in the insets of Fig. 4.

FIG. 6. Average mean chain velocity vs driving for differe
values of the interatomic strengthK. Other parameters are a
shown.
01660
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figuration and the running one, tend to decrease in num
for increasing values ofK.

We have also investigated the dependence of the s
friction Fs on the interatomic interaction strengthK for vari-
ous numbers of particles,N. Some of the results are shown
Fig. 7.

Although the exact forms of the curves are complica
and different for each number of particles,~and also for each
value ofb), one notices that the curves can be separated
two groups, depending on their limit for largeK. The plots
for N524 and 30 particles approach the value 1/2, wher
the other cases plotted tend to zero, asK increases. There is
a third possibility not shown on Fig. 7. For only six particle
in the chain, the static friction is 1, independent of the int
atomic interaction. To see how these three categories a
consider the possiblestableparticle configurations when th
chain is pinned. These must satisfy the equations

1

2
~sin 2pxi1sin 2pbxi !1K~xi 111xi 2122xi !5F.

~4!

So, summing over all particles in the chain we obtain

(
i 51

N

~sin 2pxi1sin 2pbxi !52NF. ~5!

For K@1, the particles are nearly equally separated, i
xi5 iL /N1D1O(1/K), whereD is a uniform shift for all
particles. Substituting this into Eq.~5! and noting thatb
5M /L we see that

r

FIG. 7. Static frictionFs , vs interatomic interaction strengthK,
for b524/30. The results are plotted for various numbers of ch
particles:N518 ~dash-dash-dotted line!, N524 ~dashed line!, N
525 ~solid line!, N526 ~long-dashed line!, N527 ~long-dashed
line with circles!, N528 ~dot-dashed line!, N529 ~dotted line!, and
N530 ~dashed line with squares!.
5-5
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(
i 51

N

sinS 2pLi

N D cos~2pD!1cosS 2pLi

N D sin~2pD!

1sinS 2pMi

N D cos~2pbD!1cosS 2pMi

N D cos~2pbD!

52NF. ~6!

For most choices of parameters, the sums above will
to zero. So, there is no possible stable solution forF.0 and
the static friction will vanish asK→`. However,whenever
N is a factor ofM or L, then the summations will not vanis
and a nonzero static friction will result. The static frictio
will then be, either 0.5, ifN is a factor of eitherM or L ~the
casesN524,30 shown in Fig. 7!, or 1, if N is a factor of
both M andL (N56 for b524/30 andL530).

One notable feature of the curves is that they can benon-
monotonic. This is in contrast to the normal FK mode
where one obtains a constant static friction with one part
per potential well, and a static friction that decreases withK
when an extra particle is present. A study of the pinned c
figurations in our model shows that a restructuring occurs
the stable state of the cells with six particles at the valueK
51. This leads to the characteristic downward spike in
static friction atK51 whenN525, 26, 27, 28, 29, and 30
Similar changes in the pinned states as one varies the el
constantK, have been observed in other studies and h
also produced unusual features in the behavior of the s
friction @9#. It is the complex, multiple-well nature of th
substrate potential that allows for a discontinuous chang
the stable positions of the particles as one varies the ela
constant, and so permits the nonmonotonic behavior.

2. bÄ32Õ40 „LÄ40,MÄ32…

We have verified that similar results are obtained cons
ering the depinning mechanism of a chain with a differe
lengthL and the same value of the parameterb, so that the
substrate is characterized by the same shape and period
T(55) as above. In this case the dynamics are again dela
when no intrinsic kinks are present in the chain~for N
532) and the mobility increases, just above the pinnin
depinning transition point, proportionally to the number
these intrinsic kinks~from N533 to N540), until there is
one extra atom per periodic cell.

3. bÄ25Õ30 „LÄ30,MÄ25…

Essentially the same observations are possible for the
tential displayed in Fig. 8, in which a very small potent
maximum divides two adjacent minima. Its rapid disappe
ance upon application of the external driving leaves the
cells contained in the system sizeL530 with five wells each.

The averaged mean chain velocity shown in Fig. 9 e
phasizes that, dynamically, the most commensurate c
where no intrinsic kinks are present to initiate the motion
the one corresponding toN525.

4. Other ratios

We have also carried out simulations for other ratio
choices of the inherent lengths defining the model and
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lowed by imposing periodic boundary conditions on a fin
system of sizeL. For all these simulations, we have reco
ered dynamical behavior consistent with the previously m
tioned observations regarding the system commensurab

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have studied the dynamics of an in
acting chain of atoms driven, over acomplex~yet periodic!
substrate potential, by a dc external force and subject
weak viscous damping. The three inherent lengths of
model, defining the multiple-well substrate geometry and
natural equilibrium separation among the chain particl
were chosen to be mutuallycommensurate. Due to this ra-
tional choice, and to the imposed periodic boundary con
tions for finite size systems, we were able to observe
formation of commensurate dynamical structures during

FIG. 8. Substrate potential and forceb525/30. The bottom
subplot shows the progressive disappearence of the five pote
minima vs the driving force due to the substrate tilting.

FIG. 9. Average mean velocity vs driving for a chain with di
ferent numbersN of particles;b525/30.
5-6
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UNDERDAMPED COMMENSURATE DYNAMICS IN A . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E67, 016605 ~2003!
sliding over the substrate. When these moving structu
were extended enough with respect to the substrate perioT,
their topological shape turned out to be decorated by su
imposed smaller deformable particle configurations with
riodicity T. The structure geometries and amplitudes a
clearly, dependent also on the stiffness~i.e., the interatomic
strengthK) and length~i.e., the particle numberN) of the
chain. These dynamical entities characterize the differ
spatially inhomogeneous stable states, giving rise to the m
tiple steps found in the chain mobility as a function of t
imposed driving force.

Applying an external fieldF to a multiple-well substrate
leads to asequentialdisappearance of the substrate poten
minima until the situation with no stable particle positions
reached. Varying the number of chain particles allowed u
illustrate the role played by the coverage variable in the
pinning mechanism and the difference, in this case, betw
its static and dynamic commensurability. This characteri
behavior is particularly emphasized when the substrate
ometry has maxima and minima with large differences
te
.

ys
P
,

01660
s

r-
-
,

nt
l-

l

to
-

en
ic
e-

heights. This may well occur in the real physical situation
lattices with a complex unit cell.

Evidently a detailed analysis of the particle dynamics
quires a study for every specific complex substrate sha
Nevertheless, our results allowed us to infer some gen
qualitative behavior connected to the length scale comm
surability of the system. The formation of the observed co
mensurate structures may be relevant to future studies
cerning the sliding of one-dimensional chains over tru
irregular ~i.e., random! substrate potentials, where, depen
ing on the model parameters, these kind of moving enti
could emerge as important mesoscopic elements in the
multiscale spatio-temporal behavior of the full system.
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